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What is Cannabis?

Cannabis sativa is a flowering plant with a long worldwide history of cultivation for a variety of
uses and end-products. Cannabis grows distinct male and female plants, with commercial
settings typically focused on female plants
Cannabis (Marijuana)

Major Compounds Produced

Commercial Products

• The flowers of the female
plants, as pictured to the left

• 0.3%-30%+
Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)

• Dried flower

• Federally illegal under the
Controlled Substances Act and
related legislation;

• 0%-30%+ Cannabidiol (CBD)

• Edibles

• 100+ other cannabinoids and
compounds

• Vaporizers

Hemp

Major Compounds Produced

Commercial Products

• Defined under the 2018
Agricultural Improvement Act
(Farm Bill) as cannabis

• 0%-30% Cannabidiol (CBD)
• Industrial Fiber

• CBD ingestibles (pills,
gummies, tinctures)

• Seed Oil

• Concentrated plant resin

• 33 states have legalized for
medical or adult recreational
use

• Concentrated plant resin (hash)

• Lotions, creams, etc.

Cannabis Sativa
Plant Family

containing less than 0.3% THC
by weight
• Hemp and all of its derivatives
are no longer schedule I under
the Controlled Substances Act

• Lotions, creams, etc.
• Textiles

• Plastics
• Dietary supplements
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The Global Cannabis Marketplace

Cannabis is legal at some level in ~40 countries around the world, with an estimated 2030
market size of over $150B

Key: 2030 Sales
Less $1B

$15B+

North America and Europe will be
the two most significant cannabis
markets in the world, though
legalization is spreading in nearly
all regions
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US Cannabis Law by State
36 States have legal medical or
adult-use cannabis laws as of June
2021
All states where adult use and/or
medical use is prohibited besides
Idaho, Nebraska, and Kansas have
adopted laws allowing access to
low-THC products
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Alaska: Adult-Use
Hawaii: Comprehensive Medical
Adult-Use

Comprehensive Medical (NOT Low-THC)
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Key Federal Cannabis Regulations
Cannabis and its derivatives are illegal Schedule 1 substances under the Federal Controlled Substance Act of 1970, placing Federal law directly in conflict with state laws allowing production
and consumption of cannabis products
The Agricultural Improvement Act of 2018 (aka the “Farm Bill”) removed hemp and its derivatives (e.g. CBD, CBG) from Schedule 1 of the CSA; the below commentary focuses on cannabis
Recognizing the trend in state law legalizing cannabis use, the Federal government has issued or applied several key pieces of regulation

• The Cole Memo (2013)
• FinCEN BSA Expectations Regarding Marijuana-Related Businesses (2014)

• IRS tax code 280E
Being federally-illegal, cannabis operators cannot distribute product across state lines. Similarly, many ancillary businesses serving the cannabis industry may seek to avoid interstate
commerce (e.g. Insurance companies may write a separate insurance policy for each state of operation rather than a combined policy across states)
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Potential Developments Affecting Cannabis and Cannabis Insurance
There have been several pieces of proposed legislation that would legalize cannabis at the federal level, or formally recognize
the ability of states to legalize cannabis
SAFE Banking

• Secure and Fair Enforcement Banking Act: Would create protections for banks, and other financial services firms serving the cannabis industry, greatly improving access to banking and
creating safe harbor for financial services companies working with cannabis businesses. Was passed by the House in April 2021 and currently awaits further action in the Senate
CLAIM Act
• Clarifying Law Around Insurance of Marijuana Act: Would provide a safe harbor from penalties or other adverse agency action for insurance companies that provide services to cannabisrelated legitimate businesses in jurisdictions where such activity is legal.
STATES Act
• Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Through Entrusting States Act: amends the controlled substances act by stating that it does not apply to any person acting in compliance with State
cannabis law
MORE Act
• Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act: Would decriminalize and de-schedule cannabis at the federal level, and provide expungement of certain cannabis offenses
CARERS Act
• Compassionate Access, Research Expansion, and Respects States Act: Several components that seek to protect state medical cannabis programs and increase research of cannabis
Regulate Marijuana like Alcohol Act
• Would de-schedule cannabis and create federal regulation around the industry
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The Cannabis Supply Chain
Distribution & Transportation

Ancillary Services
• Contractors

• Security Firms
• Marketing Firms
Vertically Integrated Cos.

• Data/Analytics Firms

“Seed-to-Sale Operators”

• Payment Processors/Banking

• Legal Services
• Distribution & Transportation
Cultivators & Harvesters

• Medical v.
Recreational
• Indoor, Outdoor, and
Mixed-Light or
Greenhouse

Processors &
Manufacturers
• Solvent & NonSolvent extractions
• Infusions (edibles)
• Packagers and
Distributors

Laboratories

Retail

• Testing Labs

• Medical Dispensaries

Vertically Integrated Cos.

• Research &
Development Labs

• Recreational
Dispensaries

• Small/Emerging

• Nearly always 3rdparty (not part of
vertical integration)

• Dual Dispensaries

• Large

• E-Commerce
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Themes of the Cannabis
Insurance Marketplace
Lack of capacity is the primary factor
driving the difficult placement process
for cannabis risks, leading to:
• High pricing
• Restrictive terms and conditions
• Selective underwriting requiring significant information
collection (e.g. 17-page applications)
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Key Exposures – Cultivation
Activity

Key Risks

Generally-Available Coverage

Underdeveloped Coverages

Indoor Cultivation

Fire, Theft, Crop Failure, Product Spoilage,
Product Contamination, Adverse reactions to
products

• Building, Equipment, and Business Income • Product spoilage, product contamination,
product recall, crop failure, stock
• Growing Crop and Inventory (from external
throughput, product and cash in transit,
perils)
environmental
• Products Liability
• Crime (subject to robust safety controls)

Greenhouse Cultivation

Fire, Theft, Wind & Hail, Crop Failure,
Product Spoilage, Product Contamination,
Adverse reactions to products

• Property (Building, Equip., BI) contingent
on type of construction
• Products Liability
• Crime (if rigid structure with security)

• Product spoilage, product contamination,
product recall, crop failure, stock
throughput, product and cash in transit,
environmental

Outdoor Cultivation

Fire, Theft, Wind & Hail, Crop Failure,
• Coverage for cultivation-related equipment
Product Spoilage, Product Contamination,
and buildings
Adverse reactions to products, Environmental • Products Liability

• Growing crop (from external perils), product
spoilage, product contamination, product
recall, crop failure, stock throughput,
product and cash in transit, environmental

Basic Processing (e.g. Drying and Trimming)

Spoilage

• See “Indoor Cultivation”

• See “Indoor Cultivation”
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Key Exposures – Extraction & Product Manufacturing
Activity

Key Risks

Generally-Available Coverage

Underdeveloped Coverages

Solvent Extraction

Explosion/fire, Adverse reaction to products
(contaminated or clean)

• Building, Extraction Equipment, Equipment
Breakdown, and Business Income (subject
to robust safety controls)

• Vaporizer products liability, product
contamination/spoilage, product recall

• Products Liability

Nonsolvent Extraction

Adverse reaction to products (contaminated
or clean)

• Building, Extraction Equipment, Equipment
Breakdown, and Business Income

• Vaporizer products liability, product
contamination/spoilage, product recall

• Products Liability
Flammable Solvent Storage

Explosion/fire

• See “Solvent Extraction”

• See “Solvent Extraction”

Toll Processing

Contingent business interruption, Theft,
Adverse reaction to products (contaminated
or clean)

• See “Solvent Extraction”

• Contingent business interruption
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Key Exposures – Retail
Activity

Key Risks

Generally-Available Coverage

Underdeveloped Coverages

General Retail

Premises risks (slip and falls), theft of
cannabis & cash, products liability

• Building, Business Income, Employee
Theft of Cannabis & Cash (subject to
robust safeguards)

• Consumer delivery

Collection of Customer Data

Cyber/Data Breach

• Small data breach sublimit

• Dedicated cyber coverage

Security Guards

Assault & Battery

• N/A

• Assault & Battery, particularly with armed
guards, is limited and often excluded from
GL policies

Cash Collection and Storage

Theft

• Property policies will typically exclude theft • N/A
of cash; crime policies can be purchased to
fill this gap
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Common Restrictive
Terms
Products liability policies for cannabis
may contain some form of the following
exclusions
• Vaporizer Product Exclusion
• Health Hazard or Specified Disease Exclusion
• Designated Premises, Operations, or Products Exclusions
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Summary: The Cannabis Insurance Marketplace
Product

Max Limits

Covered Exposures

Key Exclusions and Challenges

Property

$25m per location

• Buildings, grow equipment, business
income, plants (physical loss only, no crop
failure), inventory of goods subject to
safeguards

• No coverage for crop failure, spoilage

• Coverage premises risks and for some
adverse health effects as a result of use of
a cannabis product

• “Health Hazard Exclusions” can limit the
types of diseases the policy will respond to

General & Products Liability

$10m per state

• Coinsurance requirements
• No flood, earthquake, or other CAT
coverage through all risk markets

• Exclusions for product contamination may
be present

Directors and Officers

$5m per market

• Coverage for the directors and officers of a
cannabis business against claims of
mismanagement from investors

• Broader coverage is very expensive at
20%+ rate on limit; cheaper options may
contain exclusions that significantly limit
coverage, including for some securities
claims

Auto and Cargo

$1m CSL

• Coverage for liability and property damage
associated with company vehicles; limited
coverage for cash and product in transit

• Cash and product in transit is difficult and
very expensive to insure; auto insurance is
available but only from 3-4 markets,
making competitive broking difficult

Underdeveloped Products: Environmental, Product Recall, Cash & Cannabis in Transit/Stock Throughput, Crop Failure, Contingent BI, Cyber, B2C Delivery, Hired and Non-Owned Auto, and
more
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Reinsurance
A lack of reinsurance capacity is driving
the shortage on the
primary side
• Incongruence between Federal and State law
• Reputational Risk
• Limited Historical Data
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Q&A
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